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Welcome to the 2021 OTT Executive Summit
Thank you for joining us for the 9th annual OTT Executive Summit, a microcosm of our growing 50,000+
member global community of media & entertainment executives. While we have for a long time provided
a video feed for remote attendees, last year was the first time we fully embraced the virtual model. By all
accounts it was a great success. We went from a smaller one-day gathering of 200 or so executives in New
York City’s Times Square, to a global meet-up with 10 times the number of total attendees and 125+ expert
speakers across 35+ sessions over three days. Our “high satisfaction” approval rating was 89% and for the
first time ever we didn’t receive a single negative rating. But most importantly, the Summit has grown with the
industry. As content licensing and distribution walls have come down, we were pleased to provide a much
more global perspective throughout our proceedings— 45% of our attendees were outside of North America
last year and that trend continues in 2021.
This year our goal is to again provide a diverse set of perspectives covering all the key issues driving our
industry. Our sessions range from key business issues— such as FAST monetization, gaming, global content
management, and platform/content partnerships; to transformative technical issues—such as 5G, ATSC 3.0,
OTT via Satellite, and video quality best practices. We even endeavored to cover some of the “softer” issues
affecting our industry— such as managing your careers amidst massive industry changes and M&A, and
optimizing work environments for virtual teams.
I wanted to provide a few pointers to get the most out of this year’s OTT Executive Summit:
• First of all, please invite your colleagues! Our team has worked very hard to curate 35 sessions and 125+
amazing speakers (and 10 Trenders during the focus groups) from the 350+ plus candidates we considered.
And thanks to our sponsors we made the entire event 100% free. So gather your teams for three days of
strategic discussions and get a head start on your 2022 business planning.
• Most sessions close with 5-10 minutes of Q&A. Please submit your questions using the Q&A tab. If we can’t
get to your question, we have asked our speakers to answer them via text or to follow up with you.
• Day 1 (Tuesday) and Day 2 (Wednesday) close with virtual cocktail receptions. Please bring your favorite
beverage, pull up a virtual stool, and share your video to participate in the conversation with our speakers
and other attendees. Or if you choose to remain invisible and just want to watch that is fine as well.
• Also don’t forget to tune in for our famous “Product Speedcase”— where our sponsors have 5 minutes to
make their pitches and hopefully earn your votes for “Best of Show” honors and other awards.
• Likewise, please make sure to vote for the highest individual award— the “OTT Genius”, and then join us for
the awards ceremony at the end of the day on Thursday.
• Finally, please fill out our survey (https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QYRK6LW). We’d love to know how we
did and get your ideas on how we can improve next year.
On that last point about next year, we are happy to announce that in 2022 we will be back in person in New
York City— but with a twist! Our plan is to move to a hybrid model where everything we’ve done the past two
years to grow a global virtual audience will remain, but we will also add cities across the world for local meetups and speaking sessions. All of these local venues will be integrated into a seamless linear, single-track,
virtual, and global event that will “follow the sun”. Imagine a rolling event that starts in Paris and London,
moves to New York and Los Angeles, and perhaps finishes in Singapore and Mumbai. I know it might sound
daunting but that is our goal. With your support we can make it happen.
Thank you again for your participation this year. I look forward to seeing you online and hopefully in person in
the not-too-distant future.
Best regards,

Brian Mahony

Brian Mahony

CEO, Trender Research;
OTT Executive Magazine
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Thank you Speakers!
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Housekeeping Notes
Thank you for attending 2021 OTT Executive Summit.

Below are the Zoom links to register for each day. Once registered, Zoom will send you an encrypted link unique
to you (please don’t share it). Check your junk folders if you cannot find it. Also note that your Zoom invite is
for the entire day (vs. keeping track of 35 separate sessions), so please make a separate calendar entry for yourself with the specific time of the session(s) you wish to attend (the Zoom links allow you to come and go as you
please throughout the day).
Day 1 Summit link: https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_aWJ74Gd7QeeJnBfEaDz2RQ
(Tuesday, November 16, 10:00 AM – 6:00 PM EST, New York time)
Day 2 Summit link: https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_7vN9Z_VIS96ZXScEgSuPCw
(Wednesday, Nov. 17, 10:00am – 6:30pm EST, New York time)
Day 3 Summit link: https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_H-WhKt6iQr6fCMCHW7MyOg
(Thursday, November 18, 10:15 AM – 5:30 PM EST, New York time)
Agenda: https://ottexec.com/agenda (and inside this program)
Speakers and Bios: https://ottexec.com/speakers
Virtual Cocktail Receptions:
You are invited to our two virtual cocktail receptions which take place Tuesday evening (5:15 – 6 PM EST) and
Wednesday evening (6:00 - 6:45 PM EST). If you would like to participate in the conversation, you must be
prepared to share your video. Simply use the “raise your hand” tool to indicate your interest. Just watching the
reception conversation is fine. You can also text chat with other attendees.
OTT Awards:
Please vote here for OTT Executive Summit Awards including “OTT Genius” and “Best of Show” winners:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QYRK6LW
Summit Feedback:
We value your feedback. Please rate how we did with the 2021 OTT Executive Summit:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QYRK6LW
Social Media:
LinkedIn Groups: “OTT Video” https://www.linkedin.com/groups/1994425/
and “OTT Executive Summit” https://www.linkedin.com/groups/7451261/
Twitter: @OTTexec, @BrianMahony, @SocialVideoLive, @TrenderResearch
Hashtag: #OTTexec
Questions or problems? Please email, help@ottexec.com
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Agenda Overview-Day 1 (November 16th)
10:00am - 10:15am

1) Summit Welcome & Logistics Explanation								

10:15am - 11:00am 2) OTT Industry Scan: Market Research Overview
			Sponsored By: Trender Research								
11:00am - 11:45am
			

3) Industry Leaders Fireside Chat #1: “Growing Together—How Content Providers and 		
Platforms Work Together in the New World of TV”
					

11:45am - 12:30pm 4) Dual Revolutions: 5G and ATSC 3.0 Impacts on OTT
			Sponsored By: ATEME & Synamedia								
12:30pm - 1:15pm 5) The Rapid Rise and Future of FAST & AVOD
			Sponsored By: Amagi										
1:15pm - 1:45pm
6) Trender Panel #1: (Consumer Focus Group): “How We Choose What We Watch”
			Sponsored By: Trender Research					
		
1:45pm - 2:30pm
7) Industry Innovators Fireside Chat #2: The Coolest Things in OTT Right Now
			(and some things to avoid)									
2:30pm - 3:00pm
			

8) Keynote Conversation #1: Brynn Lev, Vice President, Programming & Partnerships for
Comcast Cable “The Role of Curation in Content Discovery and Audience Engagement”

3:00pm - 3:45pm
9) Reel Them In! Best Practices for Viewer Acquisition, Engagement, and Retention
			Sponsored By: Wicket Labs						
		
3:45pm - 4:30pm
10) Advertising Paradigms That Bridge the Old and the New
			Sponsored By: SeaChange International						
4:30pm - 5:15pm

11) Game On! eSports, Gaming, Gambling & OTT						

5:15pm - 6:00pm
12) Virtual Cocktail Reception: “Managing Your Career in the Rapidly Changing
			
OTT World” (attendee conversation- bring your favorite beverage)
			Sponsored By: OTT Executive Summit		
			
		

* Detailed Agenda for November 16th starts on page 16.
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Agenda Overview-Day 2 (November 17th)
10:00am - 10:30am
			

13) Keynote Conversation #2: Emily Powers, Head of North America, BritBox
“Know and Grow Your Audience: Strategies for Content Brand Management”		

10:30am - 11:15am 14) The ROI of OTT Over Satellite
			Sponsored By: ST Engineering iDirect 							
11:15am - 12:00pm 15) How to Create an Amazing OTT User Experience
			Sponsored By: TO THE NEW									
12:00pm - 12:45pm 16) Sports & OTT: A Perfect Match
			Sponsored By: Firstlight Media								
12:45pm - 1:15pm 17) Trender Panel #2: (Consumer Focus Group): “How We Watch”
			Sponsored By: Trender Research				

		

1:15pm - 2:15pm
18) Product Speedcase: 5 Minute Pitches of the Best OTT Technology and Services
			Sponsored By: Our Platinum and Gold Sponsors: KOCOWA, KOCCA; Amagi,
			
Foxxum & rlaxx TV, MEDIAGENIX, SeaChange International, ST Engineering iDirect, 		
			
Symphony MediaAI, TO THE NEW, Zixi, Zype						
2:15pm - 3:00pm
19) How to Deliver and Assure Broadcast-Like Streaming Video to Maximize Quality and
			
Provide the Best Viewing Experience
			Sponsored By: Zixi & SSIMWAVE								
3:00pm - 3:45pm
20) Perfecting Content Search & Discovery
			Sponsored By: Universal Search And Discovery						
3:45pm - 4:30pm
21) Fireside Chat #3: Content Case Studies: “Putting Out Your Shingle/(Tile)”— Smart
			Advice for Launching New OTT Services							
4:30pm - 5:15pm
22) Livestreaming: The Next Hot Video Market
			Sponsored By: Social Video & Livestreaming							
5:15pm - 6:00pm
23) Best Practices in Global Content Value Management
			Sponsored By: Symphony MediaAI & Whip Media			

			

6:00pm - 6:45pm
24) Virtual Cocktail Reception: “Managing Your Teams In an Increasingly Virtual World”
			Sponsored By: Paratus People			
			
		

* Detailed Agenda for November 17th starts on page 27.
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Agenda Overview-Day 3 (November 18th)
10:15am - 10:45am 25) Keynote Conversation #3: KunHee Park, CEO & CPO, KOCOWA
			
“Distributing Korean Content to a Global Audience”
			Sponsored By: KOCOWA & KOCCA								
10:45am - 11:15am 26) Platinum Panel Discussion: Distributing Korean Content to a Global Audience
			Sponsored By: KOCOWA & KOCCA								
11:15am - 12:00pm

27) New Strategies for Local Content and Localization					

12:00pm - 12:45pm 28) Hit the Ground Running on FAST and BVOD with an Agile Content Supply Chain
			Sponsored By: MEDIAGENIX									
12:45pm - 1:15pm 29) Keynote Conversation #4: Evan Shapiro, Professor of TV and Media Studies & Emmy
			
Award Winning Producer, NYU Stern School Of Business/Fordham University
			“The New Shape Of The Media Universe”							
1:15pm - 2:00pm
30) Who’s Watching? Challenges and Solutions for Audience Measurement
			(and Monetization)
			Sponsored By: TruAudience by TransUnion							
2:00pm - 2:45pm
31) Smart TV OS Wars: What Are the Stakes and Who Wins?				
			Sponsored By: Foxxum & rlaxx TV								
2:45pm - 3:30pm

32) Fastest Growing OTT Opportunities from Around the World				

3:30pm - 4:00pm
33) Trender Panel #3: (Consumer Focus Group): “Our OTT Wish Lists”
			Sponsored By: Trender Research								
4:00pm - 5:00pm
34) Closing VIP Fireside Chat: Industry Leaders Crystal Ball—The Future of TV and
			 Streaming Video
			Sponsored By: Zype										
5:00pm - 5:15pm
35) “OTT Genius” and “Best of Show” Awards Presentation
			Sponsored By: OTT Executive Summit & Magazine			
5:15pm -5:30pm
38) Summit Closing
			Sponsored By: Trender Research, Inc.

			

			

* Detailed Agenda for November 18th starts on page 39.
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Platinum Sponsor

The Korea Content Platform (KCP) is a joint venture between the top three Korean Broadcast Networks
–KBS, MBC, and SBS. Early on the founders of KCP saw the international distribution potential of Korean
television content, and quickly mobilized to deliver this to global audiences through its streaming platform,
KOCOWA. By partnering with the best in the industry, the platform is able to provide its audience with fully
subtitled content the same day it airs in Korea. KCP was created to directly distribute the best Korean TV
content direct-to-consumer, to multichannel video providers, and OTT streaming distributors in the Americas and eventually worldwide. KCP is an American entertainment company founded on November 22,
2016, in Los Angeles, California.

https://www.kocowa.com/en_us/guide

The Korea Creative Content Agency (KOCCA), a governmental agency that oversees and coordinates the
promotion of the Korean content industry, was established in May 2009 by integrating five related organizations, including the Korean Broadcasting Institute, the Korea Culture & Content Agency, and the Korea
Game Agency. KOCCA is headquartered in Naju, the so-called “culture and art city” of Jeolla Province,
which is also known for its abundance of white pear flowers in full bloom every March.

https://www.kocca.kr/en/main.do
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Gold Sponsors
Amagi was founded in 2008 with a clear purpose of launching new technologies to positively
impact the media and entertainment industry. We work with broadcasters, content owners,
post-cable networks, vMVPD platforms, and advertisers to manage, move and monetize content, and reach audiences regionally and globally. Amagi was incubated at the Indian Institute
of Management Bangalore’s (IIMB) N.S. Raghavan Center for Entrepreneurship and Learning
(NSRCEL), and has now grown rapidly to manage 350+ channels across 40+ countries, with
sales offices in Los Angeles, New York, London, Singapore, Mumbai, New Delhi, and an innovation and operations center in Bangalore.
https://www.amagi.com/
Foxxum provides Smart TV Solutions in close collaboration with leading brands at all stages of
the global consumer electronics value chain from Silicon Vendors, though Device Manufacturers, Operators to Content Partners in order to add value to their products. As a pioneer in smart
TV solutions, Foxxum has established its sister company rlaxx TV by combining its valuable expertise and network, to create a streaming service, that offers viewers a simple and flexible TV
experience. Foxxum offers its clients innovative and highly tailored smart TV solutions – from
smart TV technology, global entertainment content portfolios to outstanding designs – within
a sector with enormous growth potential. rlaxx TV is an international, linear advertising-based
video on demand service. The company’s goal is to offer the best and most flexible television
experience, according to modern standards.
https://foxxum.rlaxxtv.com/

MEDIAGENIX rank among the top of tech vendors in the international media industry. Customers include public and commercial radio and TV stations, on-demand platforms, OTT streamers, telcos and their service providers. The MEDIAGENIX Broadcast Management Platform
WHATS’ON enables media companies to optimise and automate the life cycles of content
across multiple channels and services, and drive speed and efficiencies throughout the content
supply chain from acquisition over planning, scheduling and rights management to publication
and beyond. The solution supports the entire content workflow, or drives content/rights/media/
EPG/finance workflows, to strategically run a mix of OTT, VoD and Linear business.

https://www.mediagenix.tv/en/

SeaChange is a leading supplier of Video Delivery Software Solutions. Our solution powers
hundreds of cloud and on-premise video delivery platforms, servicing over 50 million subscribers worldwide. SeaChange offers value-based engagement which provides content and service
providers with a complete software delivery platform for linear, VOD and TSTV over managed
and unmanaged networks. The SeaChange Solution includes video back-office, media asset
management, targeted advertising management, analytics and the client interface for STBs,
Smart-TVs and mobile devices. Our solution is available as a product or managed service
deployed on-premises, in the cloud or as a hybrid.
https://www.seachange.com/
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Gold Sponsors
ST Engineering is a global technology, defence and engineering group with offices across Asia,
Europe, the Middle East and the U.S., serving customers in more than 100 countries. The
Group uses technology and innovation to solve real-world problems and improve lives through
its diverse portfolio of businesses across the aerospace, smart city, defence and public security
segments. Headquartered in Singapore, ST Engineering reported revenue of $7.9b in FY2019
and it ranks among the largest companies listed on the Singapore Exchange. It is a component
stock of the FTSE Straits Times Index, MSCI Singapore, iEdge SG ESG Transparency Index
and iEdge SG ESG Leaders Index. For more information, please visit www.stengg.com.

https://www.idirect.net/
Symphony MediaAI is the leading provider of revenue optimization solutions exclusive to the
media and entertainment sector. Their Revedia platform delivers AI-powered content, audience, and financial intelligence at scale. Organizations rely on Revedia to tackle the greatest
challenges facing the industry today, including subscriber churn, diverse monetization models,
siloed data, and streaming competition. Having analyzed billions of transactions on behalf of
their clients over thirty years, Symphony MediaAI has cultivated a deep operational understanding of the industry and earned a trusted reputation among clients such as NBC Universal, Hearst, and Scripps.

https://symphonymedia.com/

TO THE NEW is a technology services company that designs, builds and runs digital products
and platforms for enterprises, SaaS, and consumer tech companies. With its strong experience
with the Media & Entertainment sector, TTN provides advanced solutions and services across
the media value chain to its customers including Pay-TV Operators, Broadcasters, Studios,
Distributors and top pure-play OTT players. TO THE NEW is one of the fastest-growing companies in India, with a growth rate of over 60% since 2017, fueled by a passionate team of 1500+
“Newers” that is spread across our delivery centres in Delhi, Dubai and NYC.
https://www.tothenew.com/ott-solutions-services
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Gold Sponsors
For more than a decade Zixi has been solving the toughest challenges in the video streaming
industry. As a collection of thought leaders, engineers and serial entrepreneurs, we are driven
to innovate and build technologies that matter to our customers and the industry worldwide.
Three core values fuel our growth: Collaborative. Collaboration and creativity within our
teams, across the industry and within our Zixi Ecosystem are key to our success. Pragmatic.
We use our ingenuity to tackle not only the big challenges, but also to find everyday changes
that improve our customers’ workflow and bottom line. Driven. Our company was built to be
future-proof, creating technologies that solve the toughest challenges of the future, today. Zixi
Mission—Always On, Always Advancing We like the tough stuff. Solving the world’s video over
IP challenges isn’t easy, especially as the market continues to explode, but as the provider
of the best streaming software, it is what we are built for. With over a decade of unmatched
technical advancements, Zixi’s ongoing innovation ensures you are always on no matter what
comes next. The breadth and depth of our offerings means you can simultaneously elevate
your platform while also reducing costs.
https://zixi.com/

Zype is the infrastructure for digital video, providing an API-first SaaS that helps product teams
solve mission critical streaming video challenges with a robust platform that includes monetization, CRM, business analytics, automation, and integrations with thousands of SaaS applications.
https://www.zype.com/
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Silver Sponsors
ATEME enables content owners, broadcasters and service providers to captivate their audiences with a superior
quality of experience, so they can boost viewership engagement, acquire new customers, and unleash new monetization potential. ATEME’s multi-codec encoding, any-format origin/packaging, scalable cloud DVR, audience-aware
CDN and revenue-generating dynamic ad insertion solutions powers thousands of the world’s leading studios,
content owners, broadcasters, and terrestrial, cable, satellite, IPTV and OTT streaming service providers to deliver
higher-quality content to billions of viewers on any screen. ATEME has repeatedly innovated in fields ranging from
visual quality to smart caching and analytics. Its multiple-award-winning R&D teams ensure that ATEME remains a
future-proof partner through active participation in forums and associations including DVB, SMPTE, ATSC, AOM,
MPEG Streaming Video Alliance, CMAF-IF and 3GPP. Founded in 1991, ATEME has 450 employees in its headquarters in France and offices around the world: USA, Brazil, UK, Spain, Germany, Russia, the UAE, Singapore, Korea and Australia. Since 2014, ATEME is listed on the Paris Euronext market (ISIN: FR0011992700) and a member
of its Tech 40 index. With 2020 revenues of €71 M revenues, in January 2021 the company finalized its acquisition of
Anevia, a provider of OTT and IPTV software solutions.

https://www.ateme.com/

Firstlight Media is leading cloud transformations of OTT and in-home experiences for Pay-TV,
Telcos, and MVPDs. Our cloud-native platform outperforms legacy online video platforms in
critical areas, including delivering premium video, handling complex use cases, and scaling
to millions of viewers. We enable immersive sports, live experiences and personalized
entertainment on any screen.
https://firstlight.ai/

SSIMWAVE is the creator of the Video Experience Automation category, which enables
assessment of video quality at scale. The SSIMPLUS quality metric powers our VQ Dial and
Video Intelligence Suite products so that customers can enjoy the peace-of-mind from the only
end-to-end solution that is correlated to human vision.
https://www.ssimwave.com/
Synamedia is helping content and service providers around the globe to deliver, protect, and
monetize video content so they can win in the age of Infinite Entertainment. We do that with the
world’s most secure and advanced end-to-end open video delivery solution. And we’re trusted
by over 200 top operators, broadcasters and media companies.
https://www.synamedia.com/

Whip Media is transforming the global content licensing ecosystem with a market-leading
enterprise software platform that centrally connects data, processes and teams throughout
the digital distribution journey. Powered by proprietary data and predictive insights, we enable
the world’s top entertainment organizations including Disney, Warner Bros., Hulu, NBCU,
Paramount, Sony, Lionsgate, BBC, HBO, AT&T, T-Mobile, Liberty Global, Discovery, and Pluto
TV to efficiently distribute, control and monetize their TV and movie content to drive revenue
and direct-to-consumer growth. The company’s newest innovation, the Whip Media Exchange,
is a next-generation content rights marketplace that makes global film and TV content licensing
faster and more efficient. For more information, visit http://whipmedia.com.
https://www.whipmedia.com/
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Bronze Sponsors
Paratus People are a global talent solutions consultancy specialising in broadcast technology.
With a deep network in Video Delivery, we’re working with some of the world’s largest
broadcasters, content providers and OEMs – consulting them on their growth, streamlining their
hiring process and helping them hit their key business objectives.
https://paratuspeople.com/
TransUnion is a global information and insights company that makes trust possible between businesses and
consumers, by ensuring that each consumer is reliably and safely represented in the marketplace. We do this by
having an accurate and comprehensive picture of each person. This picture is grounded in our foundation as a credit
reporting agency which enables us to tap into both credit and public record data; our data fusion methodology that
helps us link, match and tap into the awesome combined power of that data; and our knowledgeable and passionate
team, who stewards the information with expertise, and in accordance with local legislation around the world.
Because of our work, organizations can better understand consumers in order to make more informed decisions, and
earn their trust through great, personalized experiences, and the proactive extension of the right opportunities, tools
and offers. In turn, consumers can be confident that their data identities will result in the opportunities they deserve.
We make trust possible, so businesses and consumers can transact with confidence and achieve great things. We
call this Information for Good®—it’s our purpose, and what drives us every day.

https://www.truaudience.com/
The Company was created in 2017 by co-founders Steve Harnsberger and Brian Seitel after the team was hired by
Roku to onboard the content of of the first 100 streaming apps ingested to Roku’s cross-app search engine. Still, in
2021, more than 90% of all apps on Roku have not onboarded their libraries to meet each OTT platform’s data specs
to enable the powerful benefits of app discovery delivered by Roku, Apple, Amazon, or other OTT search engines.
Our streaming app clients include top TV and movie streaming services including Criterion, Univision, Boomerang,
TNT/TBS, and The Weather Channel. OTT Streaming Apps Have a Critical Discovery Problem: With over 10,000
streaming apps available, #1 problem for most apps is a lack of awareness. OTT universal search is the go-to solution.
Implementing platform-level universal search on Roku and other OTT ecosystems is the most effective solution to
grow a streaming audience, to double app installs, and to increase streaming viewership by 50%-100% or more.
https://universalsearch.io/

Wicket Labs and its audience insights platform, the Wicket Scorecard, provide media and
entertainment companies with unique insights that lead to an increase in audience lifetime
value. Audience and customer data is harmonized, presented, and connected with the
marketing system to turn insights into results with improved customer acquisition, service
engagement, and reduced churn. Customers include AMC’s AcornTV and AllBLK, Britbox,
Brown Sugar, Dropout, MHZ Choice, True Royalty, Up Faith & Family, and others. Additional
information is available at WicketLabs.com.
https://www.wicketlabs.com/
Trender Research™ is a consumer technology market research firm that combines expert
analysis with the voice of everyday people. Our services include market research, strategic
consulting, content creation, publications and events. We also run vibrant communities,
including the 47,000 member OTT Executive Community.
http://www.trenderresearch.com/
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Past Award Winners

Past Winners:
VIRTUAL 2020

NYC 2019

NYC 2018

NYC 2017
NYC 2016
(Tie)

NYC 2015

1st Place

2nd Place

Past Winners:

VIRTUAL 2020

NYC 2016

NYC 2019

NYC 2015

“OTT Genius”— Robert Gelick, ViacomCBS
“OTT Hero”— Evan Shapiro, NYU Stern
“OTT Guru”— Eric Keith, SPACEMOB Studio
“OTT Genius”— Chris Wagner, OTT Advisors
“OTT Hero”— Hannah Brown, Fubo TV
“OTT Guru”— Erik Tresler, Equifax

NYC 2018

“OTT Genius”— Suzanne Mei, People TV
“OTT Hero”— Adam Lewinson, Tubi
“OTT Guru”— Greg Bernard, ION Media

NYC 2017

“OTT Genius”— JR McCabe, Poker Central
“OTT Hero”— Nick Buzzell, NBTV Studios
“OTT Guru”— Paul Hamm, Endavo

3rd Place

“OTT Genius”— Kurt Michel, IneoQuest
“OTT Hero”— Don Wilcox, PBS
“OTT Guru”— Roger Keating, Hearst Television
“OTT Genius”— Brian Balthazar, Scripps Networks
“OTT Hero”— Rich Antoniello, Complex
“OTT Guru”— Rick Howe, The iTV Doctor

NYC 2014

“OTT Genius”— Jean-Michel Planche, Witbe
“OTT Hero”— Amit Ziv, EPIX
“OTT Guru”— Steve Harnsberger,
OTT Digital Services

Boston 2014

“OTT Genius”— James Norman, Pilotly
“OTT Hero”— Jim Turner, Net2TV
“OTT Guru”— (Tie) Gabriel Dusil, Visual Unity;
and Jason Thibeault, Limelight Networks
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November 16th
1) Summit Welcome
10:00am - 10:15am		

Summit Welcome & Logistics Explanation			

November 16th
Join us for this Summit welcome and an explanation of how to get the most out of the Summit. We’ll
review the agenda, tools to follow along, how to participate in Q&As and virtual cocktail receptions, and
other tips.
Brian Mahony
CEO

Sponsored By:

2) OTT Industry Scan
10:15am - 11:00am		
November 16th		

OTT Industry Scan								

Market Research Overview

What better way to kick off our proceedings than to hear from three leading industry analysts. They’ll
share their latest research and insights on the OTT market and we’ll then use that as a foundation for
current trends in our 35 discussions over three days. Be sure to register as an attendee to receive a
download link for their presentations.
Andrew Hare
SVP, Digital Research
and Strategy

Vern Freedlander
President

Paul Erickson
Senior Analyst

Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO

Sponsored By:

www.ottexec.com • #OTTexec
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3) Industry Leaders Fireside Chat
11:00am - 11:45am		

Industry Leaders Fireside Chat							
November 16th		 Growing Together—How Content Providers and Platforms Work 		
				
Together in the New World of TV
The supercharged growth of TV streaming has profoundly shifted the content distribution landscape.
Content providers are working harder than ever to reel in new customers and keep the old ones coming
back. Meanwhile, platforms are working to make sure they are providing their users with as wide of a
variety of content as possible, while helping content providers find audiences through discovery, marketing and other strategic tactics. This session aims to explore how content providers and platforms work
together, what’s working and what’s not, and how to maximize engagement and monetization and more.
Regina Breslin
Head of Content
Distribution

Rich Palermo
SVP, Distribution
Business Affairs

Stefanie Meyers
SVP, Distribution

Matt Hill
Head of Monetization

Beth Clearfield
SVP, Global New
Business
Development

Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO

www.ottexec.com • #OTTexec
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4) Dual Revolutions
11:45am - 12:30pm		
November 16th		

Dual Revolutions

5G and ATSC 3.0 Impacts on OTT

5G and ATSC 3.0 are not only new technical standards-- they are huge inflection points in the media &
entertainment industry that will usher in a tsunami of change and opportunities for vendors, content
services, and consumers. We’ve brought together four of the brightest minds on 5G and ATSC 3.0 to
help explain and predict those impacts. Our experts will show where these two technologies converge
and are mutually reinforcing and where they provide unique capabilities. This session is relevant not just
for technologists, but also company leaders wanting to understand the ROI and business implications.
Mickaël Raulet
CTO

Madeleine Noland
President

Josh Arensberg
Global Head of Business
Development, Media &
Entertainment

Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO

Nick Fielibert
CTO, Video Network

Sponsored By:

Video Network

Broadcast-quality, low-latency
video isn’t just possible. It’s a must.
Your customers expect quality, compelling video wherever
they are. And if you can’t deliver, they will go elsewhere.
We’re Synamedia. If you want to transform your video
processing workflows to deliver the stellar video experiences
your customers want, we should talk.

Find out more at synamedia.com

www.ottexec.com • #OTTexec
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5) The Rapid Rise & Future of FAST & AVOD
12:30pm - 1:15pm		

The Rapid Rise and Future of FAST & AVOD
November 16th			
					

While 2020 was the year of blockbuster SVOD services such as Disney+, HBO Max and Peacock, 2021
is turning out to be the year of ad-supported OTT services. As consumers begin to make decisions
about which services they are willing to pay for and which ones they want to watch, AVOD and FAST
services are experiencing unprecedented success in attracting consumers looking to save money, while
still gaining access to great content. This session examines the key factors that are driving the growth
in ad-supported services and how they fit within today’s streaming landscape. We’ll also highlight the
opportunity for all stakeholders including content providers, ad buyers, consumers and more.
Erick Opeka
President &
Chief Strategy
Officer

Ashley Hovey
Head of AVOD,
The Roku Channel

Greg Madsen
VP, Multiplatform
Distribution & Strategy

Brad Samuels
VP Distribution
Partnerships & Strategy

Srini KA
Co-Founder

Moderator:
Magnus Svensson
Partner, Media Solutions
Expert

Sponsored By:

DIVE INTO CLOUD
Virtualize your sports broadcast operations with cloud technologies. Launch
channels, manage live events, distribute and monetize content across
broadcast and streaming TV platforms.
Go ahead, make a splash with Amagi!

www.ottexec.com • #OTTexec
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6) Trender Panel #1
1:15pm - 1:45pm		

Trender Panel #1
November 16th		 (Consumer Focus Group): “How We Choose What We Watch”
					

Our “Trenders” are everyday consumers and viewers from all walks of life. We bring them together as
a focus group to better understand how they are watching TV and streaming video today. How do they
choose what to watch in an increasingly crowded content landscape?
Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO

Sponsored By:

Find out more about how our
webinar promotion can build brand awareness
and generate qualified leads for your business.

Webinar Program

• Four-to-six weeks of promotion and advocacy
• Landing page and lead capture form hosted by Trender Research
• Promotion through “OTT Video” and other LinkedIn groups
• Tweet campaign via @OTTexec and @BrianMahony
• Blog post on TrenderResearch.com and LinkedIn Pulse
• Total potential impressions: about two million
• Expected leads 50-300

Send inquiries to info@OTTexec.com
www.ottexec.com • #OTTexec
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7) Industry Innovators Fireside Chat
1:45pm - 2:30pm		

Industry Innovators Fireside Chat
November 16th		 The Coolest Things in OTT Right Now (and some things to avoid)
					

In this session, we’ve invited a prestigious group of industry innovators to “push the envelope” of what’s
possible with OTT. What is “cool”, and where is it best to separate reality from hype? Come with an open
mind and be inspired with some great ideas, some of which have already been implemented. Are you
fully exploiting all of the opportunities this technology and business model have to offer?
Edward Lerner
CEO

René Santaella
EVP, Digital &
Streaming Media

Stephen Hodge
Co-CEO

Moderator:
Nicole Sangari
VP of Entertainment

www.ottexec.com • #OTTexec

Leo Resig
CEO & Co-Founder
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8) Keynote Conversation #1
2:30pm - 3:00pm
November 16th

Keynote Conversation with Comcast’s Brynn Lev
“The Role of Curation in Content Discovery and Audience Engagement”

Brynn Lev

Vice President,
Programming &
Partnerships for
Comcast Cable

As Vice President, Programming & Partnerships for Comcast Cable, Brynn Lev is
responsible for driving customer engagement across its growing portfolio of entertainment platforms in the U.S., including
Xfinity X1, Flex and Stream, and most recently Comcast’s new XClass TV.

Under Brynn’s leadership, her team fosters
and maintains the company’s partnerships
with hundreds of networks, studios, and streaming services, working closely to showcase their
programming daily, seasonally, or during tentpole events like the Olympics. To make it easy for
customers to enjoy and discover the ever-growing catalog of programming choices available to
them, Brynn creates and executes editorial strategies for each of these platforms spanning themes
such as multicultural, movies, entertainment, news, sports, and special events.
Additionally, Brynn spearheads the development of innovative pricing and packaging models to
meet the evolving needs of how consumers are watching content today, ensuring they can tailor
their TV experience with the best in premium entertainment, sports, international programming,
and on demand subscriptions.
Since joining Comcast in 2004, Brynn has held a variety of positions within Comcast leading content strategy, services and acquisition, in which she led and negotiated key new programming initiatives focused on expanding, promoting and enhancing the availability of content across Xfinity
platforms in order to drive customer acquisition and retention.
Brynn is a member of Women in Cable Telecommunications (WICT) and Cable & Telecommunications Association for Marketing (CTAM). She holds a Bachelor’s of Science degree in Corporate
Communications from Drexel University and resides in the Philadelphia area with her husband
and two daughters.

www.ottexec.com • #OTTexec
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9) Reel Them In!
3:00pm - 3:45pm		

Reel Them In!
November 16th		 Best Practices for Viewer Acquisition, Engagement, and Retention
					

What are the best ways to attract eyeballs or subscribers, how do you engage them once you have them,
and what are key strategies to keep them coming back? This panel explores these questions with executives with diverse expertise: AVOD, SVOD, customer relations, data management, marketing, and
program development; and with content experience ranging from movies and series, lifestyle, news, and
automotive. From how to optimize trials to how to leverage personalization, this panel has the keys to
converting users to true fans.
Andrea Clarke
VP of Global Business
Development

Shani Black
Head of
Programming &
Development

Zack Simone
Executive Director,
Growth Marketing

Megan Neal
Vice President of
Content Monetization
& Social Media

Marty Roberts
CEO & Co-Founder

Moderator:
Amanda Lotz
Queensland University
of Technology

Sponsored By:

Transform your data into
actionable insights, effective
campaigns, and
an increasing audience
lifetime value.

www.ottexec.com • #OTTexec
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10) Advertising Paradigms
3:45pm - 4:30pm		

Advertising Paradigms That Bridge the Old and the New

November 16th

					
OTT, streaming, and CTV offer a whole new set of opportunities and inventory to the advertising industry, but how
do you protect, bridge, and augment your existing cable and broadcast advertising revenue streams as eyeballs move
from legacy TV over to streaming? How do you maximize revenues while deploying new and hybrid advertising
technologies that increase inventory and CPMs? And finally, how do you transition workflows and ad sales teams
responsible for filling inventory with the highest value ads to a new workflow that supports modern techniques such
as programmatic auctions, header bidding on remnant, live targeted ad insertion, and contextual ad insertion? In this
session, we’ve brought together experts to discuss advertising paradigms that bridge the old and the new.
Diana Horowitz
SVP,
Advertising Sales

Peter Chelala
Vice President,
Digital Media Sales

Nicolle Stumpf
Zawacki
VP, Advanced Video Ad
Sales & Brand
Partnerships

Andrew Budkofsky
Chief Revenue Officer

Scott Apgar
VP Advanced
Advertising

Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO

Sponsored By:

www.ottexec.com • #OTTexec
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11) Game On!
4:30pm - 5:15pm		

Game On!
November 16th		 eSports, Gaming, Gambling & OTT
					

Streaming video is not just disrupting traditional television, its ushering in a whole new world of interactive experiences such as eSports and gambling. In this session, we’ve brought together industry leaders
to explore what’s possible and where things are headed. We’ll discuss where these activities are complimentary to streaming and where they compete for viewers’ time. We’ll discuss the enormity of the
financial business model and why gaming revenues dwarf all forms of video content put together, which
is why many of the OTT giants are jumping into the pool. We’ll also discuss the success factors for those
interested in dipping their toes, and the technical accelerators and regulatory roadblocks to navigate.
Not to be missed.
Mark Phillip
Founder

Victor David
Co-Founder & CEO

Bill Drolet
SVP Global Sales

Geoff Kowalski
Chief Revenue
Officer

Corey Smith
Director of Broadcast Technology,
Call of Duty and
Overwatch Leagues

Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO

www.ottexec.com • #OTTexec
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12) Virtual Cocktail Reception
5:15pm - 6:00pm		

Virtual Cocktail Reception
November 16th		 “Managing Your Career in the Rapidly Changing OTT World” 		
				
(attendee conversation- bring your favorite beverage)
					

In this virtual cocktail reception, or “pub chat” if you will, we’ll be asking executives in the audience to
share their video and join the conversation. Grab your favorite beverage, pull up a stool, and listen as we
discuss our careers amidst rapid change in the media & entertainment and associated technology industries. With M&A activity seemingly around every corner, how do we keep our heads from spinning, and
how do we identify, and jump on, career opportunities that could be “the next big thing.” What’s more,
how do we navigate the politics of the executive ranks in a virtual world where face time, and tee times,
are not guaranteed. This session is a must if you want to better manage your career or provide guidance
for your teams.
Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO

Sponsored By:

For more information,
contact: mag@OTTexec.com
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November 17th
13) Keynote Conversation #2
10:00am -10:30am		

Keynote Conversation with BritBox’s Emily Powers
November 17th		 “Know and Grow Your Audience:
				
Strategies for Content Brand Management”
Emily Powers is a seasoned corporate strategist and business executive with over 15 years
Head of North America
of experience in media. She currently serves
as Executive Vice President and Head of BritBox North America spearheading the business
for North America with a focus on strategic
growth, marketing and content. She leads on
all commercial relationships, distribution partnerships, performance marketing, and customer retention. Her current focus is on evaluating, fostering, and delivering strong business development growth opportunities through new platforms,
regional expansion and innovative partnerships. Previously, as SVP Commercial and an original member
of the BritBox team, Powers was responsible for writing the initial business plan, negotiating and executing
the joint-venture relationship between BBC and ITV, and directing the service launch in the U.S. & Canada.
Her distribution and performance marketing efforts resulted in achieving >1m subscribers by the third year
of the service. She is additionally overseeing business operations for the launch of BritBox in Australia.

Emily Powers

Powers joined BBC Studios North America in 2012 as Director of Strategy and was later promoted to VP,
Strategy & Business Development. In this role, Powers worked to support all of the BBC Studios businesses
in a strategic capacity, including Program Sales, Digital Distribution, BBC.com, LA Productions, and also
provided strategic deal support and analysis for the spin-off of BBC America into a joint-venture with AMC
Networks.
Prior to her tenure with the BBC, Powers was Director of Business Development in NBCUniversal’s Digital
Distribution group. She was responsible for strategic oversight and deal negotiations for NBCU content distribution on third party digital platforms. Her area of focus included mobile video distribution and supporting the team’s U.S. and Canada Multichannel programming relationships. Powers also served as the main
analyst for the broadcast network Affiliate Relations team, working to develop and expand the company’s
partnership with non-owned NBC station groups.
Powers began her career as an Associate Producer at National Geographic Television & Film, where she
produced natural history documentary programming for the National Geographic Channel.
She is an MBA graduate from NYU’s Stern School of Business with an undergraduate degree from Georgetown University. She currently resides in Westchester County NY with her husband and three children.

www.ottexec.com • #OTTexec
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14) The ROI of OTT Over Satellite
10:30am - 11:15am		

The ROI of OTT Over Satellite

November 17th

					

In this informative session, we’ll learn how this tried-and-true delivery technology has fresh legs in extending the reach and reducing the costs of video distribution. We’ll make a case for a renewed business model
and provide support for the ROI, but also discuss some of the technical trade-offs such as how to implement
satellite as part of a multi-CDN strategy; supporting multicast for edge CDNs; addressing content security
concerns without a return path; and ways DVB operators can enhance their existing services with OTT. Join
us to better understand the technical and business considerations of OTT over satellite.
Hans Massart
Head of Media &
Broadcast

Mohsen Haddad
Co-Founder & Chief
Revenue Officer

Edmund Yong
VP Business
Development

Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO

Richard Smith
CEO & Co-Founder

Sponsored By:
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15) How to Create an Amazing OTT User Experience
11:15am -12:00pm		

How to Create an Amazing OTT User Experience

November 17th		

				

While content has always been the king, the user experience has been the kingmaker in the OTT space.
Both content and UX have to coexist. But with so many OTT players investing heavily in quality content,
a powerful and engaging user experience can be a real differentiator. Optimizing the user experience is
complex and needs a multi-dimensional approach, considering the OS, development stack, CODECS and
player technologies, the device platform, remote controls and other input devices, search and discovery
tools, graphics design, the art and science of human psychology, and ultimately an understanding of your
content and target audience. In short, you need a holistic and integrated UX value chain. In this session,
we’ve brought together diverse experts to examine all the dimensions that it takes to design and build an
amazing user experience that keeps viewers glued to their screens.
Stefan Van Engen
SVP, Content
Programming &
Acquisitions

Virginia Juliano
CEO & Founder

Manish Sinha
Vice President &
Business Head - OTT
Solutions & Services

Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO

Andrea Berry
Strategic
Consulting

Sponsored By:
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16) Sports & OTT
12:00pm -12:45pm		

Sports & OTT
November 17th		 A Perfect Match

				
Sports content has always had some of the highest numbers for average revenue per viewer, and now OTT
streaming offers enormous opportunities to increase interactivity and engagement, expand the audience to new
demographics and geographies, improve the user experience, and ultimately cement sports programming as
among the most profitable in the industry. What about OTT allows sports brands to successfully transition from
Pay TV to a hybrid traditional/streaming business model? In this session we’ll discuss the OTT technologies that
uniquely support a better sports user experience, such as multiple camera angles, behind-the-scenes stories from
the sideline or locker room, fan communities, support for real-time stats and fantasy sports, tie-ins to social media, and many other capabilities that leverage all that streaming video has to offer. We’ll also discuss the evolving
business model for sports programming, including licensing and content management approaches that optimize
both live sports events and supports the “long tail” of growing a catalog of on-demand content. This session is
not to be missed if you are involved in the business of sports or video content programming and distribution.
Don Meek
Global Chief Content
Officer/GM North
America

Chris Drake
SVP, Global Head of
Revenue

Kim Hurwitz
Chief Marketing
Officer

Dan Teitscheid
President

Adam Ware
SVP / Head of
Digital Media and
DTC

Moderator:
Ben Keen
Independent Analyst/
Non-Executive
Chairman

Sponsored By:
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17) Trender Panel #2
12:45pm - 1:15pm		

Trender Panel #2
November 17th		 (Consumer Focus Group): “How We Choose What We Watch”
				

Our “Trenders” are everyday consumers and viewers from all walks of life. We bring them together as a
focus group to better understand how they are watching TV and streaming video today. Trender Panel
#1 focused on how they choose what to watch. In this session we will focus on HOW they watch-- what
devices do they prefer (Smart TVs, STBs, mobile, etc.), what interfaces and catalog formats work best
(voice, search, VOD, linear, etc.) and also who they watch with, where, and when.
Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO

Sponsored By:
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18) Product Speedcase
1:15pm -2:15pm		
November 17th

Product Speedcase: 5 Minute Pitches of the Best OTT
Technology and Services

				

There are hundreds of vendors in the OTT space—what does everyone do and why should I consider them to help launch
or scale my streaming video service? To answer those questions we’ve brought together a diverse group of OTT solutions
vendors in a “Product Speedcase” (a word we made up that combines a product showcase with speed-dating). In just 5
minutes each, you’ll learn what they are all about. Best of all? You get to vote on who wins “Best of Show” and other honors. Make sure to fill out your survey to vote (check the online attendee program for the survey link).

Justine McKay
Product Marketing
Team Leader

Sridhar Sinnasamy
Head Sales
(North America)

Gordon Brooks
CEO

Manish Sinha
Vice President &
Business Head - OTT
Solutions & Services

Teresa Lopez
Head of Content
Partnerships

Hans Massart
Head of Media &
Broadcast

Scott Apgar
VP Advanced
Advertising

Tim Waddingham
Senior Business
Development Director
Americas

Matt Moore
SVP of Product

S.V. Vasudevan
Chief Technology
Officer

Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO

Sponsored By:
Our Platinum
and Gold Sponsors

Fill out your survey to vote: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QYRK6LW
www.ottexec.com • #OTTexec
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19) How to Deliver & Assure Broadcast-Like Streaming Video
2:15pm -3:00pm		

How to Deliver and Assure Broadcast-Like Streaming Video to 		
November 17th 		
Maximize Quality and Provide the Best Viewing Experience
				

Whether it’s traditional cable and broadcast television, or new OTT streaming services, consumers now take for granted
that they are going to receive a high-quality, high-definition video picture without degradation and quality defects. It’s
amazing that just a few shorts years ago, some industry pundits were claiming that we were going to “break the internet”
by moving most video content online. Now viewers can enjoy the World Cup, the Olympics, and the Super Bowl via
streaming and not really think about all that it takes to make that possible. But the challenges remain and are not completely infrequent, as can be seen by high-profile and often embarrassing (and costly) outages and quality crashes. Still,
the technology has come a long way. In this session, we’ll hear from the experts at video quality delivery and assurance.
How do we provide the best viewing experience without breaking our budgets-- perhaps moving beyond “broadcast-like” to “better than broadcast”? How do we measure it? The professionals “behind the curtain” will share with us
best practices, current trends, and future directions, and just maybe, an honest assessment of where they are holding
things together with duct tape and rubber bands. Join us for a candid and lively discussion.

Eric Bolten
Vice President of
Strategic
Development

Ben Ziskind
VP, Video Delivery
and Players

Moderator:
Magnus Svensson
Partner, Media
Solutions Expert

Matt Herren
Senior Director of Sales

Sponsored By:

The Zixi Software-Defined Video
Platform (SDVP) enables
broadcast-quality live video
workflows to be intelligently and
centrally provisioned, deployed,
managed and monitored through the
tight integration of four components:

PROTOCOLS &
TRANSPORT

VIDEO SOLUTIONS
STACK

INTELLIGENT
DATA PLATFORM

ZEN MASTER

SOFTWARE-DEFINED
VIDEO PLATFORM

please visit www.zixi.com
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20) Perfecting Content Search & Discovery
3:00pm -3:45pm		

Perfecting Content Search & Discovery

November 17th

				

Consumers are awash in content, and keeping viewers requires making sure they can find the content they
want. This panel explores how to help viewers find the specific titles they are looking for and the strategies
of curation and personalization, app design and functionality, metadata tagging and content management,
recommendation engines, the role of social media, and the capabilities and limits of current technology.
Whether finding titles across the growing array of services or finding favorite content in a specific service,
this panel of experts knows how to find the answer.
Lauren Devillier
Co-Founder & CEO

Peter Docherty
CTO & Founder

Steven Harnsberger
Founder and CEO

Moderator:
Amanda Lotz
Professor

Linda Abrams
Head of Business
Development

Sponsored By:
Universal Search & Discovery LLC (USAND) pioneered streaming video
search in 2017 by completing app data onboarding for Roku of the majority of the first 100 apps to go live in Roku search. Universal Search is
the most cost-effective marketing tool for any app to grow its streaming
minutes, audience and revenues on any streaming platform, including
Roku, FireTV, AppleTV, Google, Vizio & Samsung. The avg. app in OTT
search sees increases in streaming hours of 30% or more.

“Revry grew new app installs 500% in 30 days on Roku with USAND”
-Damian Pelliccione
CEO, Revry, LGBGT-First Movies & TV AVOD App

Contact: steve@universalsearch.io

www.universalesearch.io
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21) Fireside Chat #3
3:45pm -4:30pm		

Fireside Chat #3:
November 17th		 Content Case Studies: “Putting Out Your Shingle/(Tile)”—Smart
				
Advice for Launching New OTT Services		
				

Wouldn’t it be nice if you had a mentor who could give you advice about launching a new streaming service? Well now you do. Learn from these amazing OTT executives who will present case studies of the
opportunities and pitfalls of launching new OTT services. What works? What mistakes should you avoid?
Our experts will cover the four pillars of OTT service success: 1) Content; 2) Distribution or Product; 3)
Audience Development; and 4) Monetization. Invaluable for anyone launching or scaling up a new streaming service.
Ferzad Palia
Head – Voot Select,
Voot Kids and
International

Riz Nwosu
CEO & Founder

Vikrant Mathur
Co-Founder

Moderator:
Brendan Canning
Co-Founder & Chief
Commercial Officer

www.ottexec.com • #OTTexec

Paul Pastor
CBO & Co-Founder
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22) Livestreaming: The Next Hot Video Market
4:30pm -5:15pm		

Livestreaming: The Next Hot Video Market

November 17th

				

In this informative session we provide an inside look at the state of this rapidly growing segment of the OTT
space. Many industry pundits agree that livestreaming is the next frontier. But it has been for a while now.
What are front-line practitioners doing right now to advance livestreamed content? How will livestreaming impact traditional live TV genres? What will it take for social media livestreaming to evolve beyond
the kind of material we see now on TikTok and SnapChat? How will this market look in a few years? Plus,
assuming the amount of livestreamed content continues its exponential growth, how will viewers navigate
such an enormous amount of video? How will this next hot video market be structured for user convenience? Join us to learn the answers to these questions and more from our panel of livestreaming experts.

Sponsored By:
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Andrew Goldman
Adjunct Professor
NYU Tisch School
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23) Best Practices in Global Content Value Management
5:15pm -6:00pm		

Best Practices in Global Content Value Management

November 17th

				

Content management isn’t just about content storage, title management, licensing and distribution anymore—
it’s about extracting maximum monetary value while meeting the needs of a diverse, and often fickle, audience.
The ubiquitous distribution of content across platforms is becoming much more fluid, and global as licensing
walls continue to crumble. As a result, organizations are increasingly focusing on activities that streamline
workflow processes to accurately track content performance and embrace new technologies and deeper data capabilities to help increase decision making confidence. Our panelists will discuss unique insights about content
management, maximizing performance, distribution and monetization, and best practices for making sense of a
complex media environment.
Tejal Ajmera
Chief Operating
Officer

David Di Lorenzo
SVP Kids & Family

Sherry Brennan
EVP/GM, Whip Media
Exchange

Jaewon Chung
Senior Partnerships
Manager

S.V. Vasudevan
Chief Technology
Officer

Moderator:
Tim Darcy
Executive in Residence

Sponsored By:
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24) Virtual Cocktail Reception
6:00pm - 6:45pm		

Virtual Cocktail Reception
November 18th		 Managing Your Teams In an Increasingly Virtual World
				(attendee conversation)
				

We are excited to have talent management expert Jamie Walker join us for this virtual cocktail reception.
Jamie is Head of Video at Paratus People and he knows a thing or two about helping technology organizations attract and retain staff. This session is a must for any manager, team lead, or company owner in
the OTT/ video world keen to understand better ways of navigating and overcoming the challenges that
can arise while managing teams remotely. We’ll cover best practices for maximizing team engagement,
improving productivity, and fostering a positive corporate culture. Grab you favorite beverage, share
your video, and join us for this informative and fun chat!
Jamie Walker
Head of Video and RDK

Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO

Sponsored By:
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25) Keynote Conversation #3
10:15am -10:45am		
November 18th		

Keynote Conversation with KOCOWA’s KunHee Park
Distributing Korean Content to a Global Audience
Keynote:
KunHee Park

KunHee Park is well-known in the international OTT streaming
space. Instrumental in bringing Korean Entertainment to
mainstream audiences across the Americas, Mr. Park joined
CEO & CPO
wavve Americas, Inc. five years ago as the Chief Technical
Officer in charge of distributing the Korean Entertainment
streaming brand, KOCOWA. After showcasing his technical
ingenuity and dependability as a leader, he was later appointed
CEO of wavve Americas while still managing his crossfunctional role of Chief Product Officer. Mr. Park earned his
degree in engineering at Inha University, and has since worked for various engineering firms including
Kolon Global Corp., NDS Limited, and Cisco Systems.

Sponsored By:
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26) Platinum Panel Discussion
10:45am -11:15am		

Platinum Panel Discussion:
November 18th		
Distributing Korean Content to a Global Audience
				

You think “Squid Game” is a cool, new phenomenon? Think again. The story behind the rise and future of
K-Content is much deeper than that. In fact, this K-Wave has been a dominant force for a while regionally
and is now being recognized for its global impact. What lessons can we learn from K-Content that applies
generally to the opportunity of global content sourcing and distribution? This session is a companion panel
discussion to the keynote conversation with KOCOWA’s CEO & CPO KunHee Park.

Keynote:
KunHee Park
CEO & CPO

Randy Ahn
Head of SVOD,
The Roku Channel

Rebecca Simpson
Executive Director of
Multicultural &
International Video
Strategy

Justine McKay
Product Marketing Team
Leader

Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO

Chris Carey
EVP Marketing,
Communications and
Corporate Development

Sponsored By:
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THE ULTIMATE DESTINATION FOR KOREAN ENTERTAINMENT

Subscribe now for as low as $6.99/month

www.kocowa.com

14 Day Free Trial for new subscribers only across the Americas. Exclusions Apply. Monthly Premium subscriptions start at $6.99. ©2021 wavve Americas, Inc. All
Rights Reserved. Apple TV is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S.
and other countries. Google TV is the name of this device's software experience and a trademark of Google LLC. Google Play and the Google Play logo are
trademarks of Google LLC. ROKU, the ROKU Logo, ROKU TV, ROKU POWERED are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Roku, Inc. in the United States.

27) New Strategies for Local Content and Localization
11:15am-12:00pm		

New Strategies for Local Content and Localization

November 18th

				

Strong localization strategies are increasingly a defining focus for content producers, distributors, brands,
platforms, and regulatory bodies. To be “locally relevant” requires a range of expertise, including content
strategy, customer experience, production and acquisition, technology, and marketing. Our panelists will
discuss unique perspectives on localization trends, distribution and monetization, and best practices to improve business models and customer engagement for locally relevant content.
Adde Granberg
Chief Technology
Officer

Monica Gonzalez Piriz
Head of Content
Acquisition

Kevin Dunaway
VP of Affiliate
Relations and Content
Development

Moderator:
Tim Darcy
Executive in
Residence
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Partnerships
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28) Content Supply Chain
12:00pm -12:45pm		

Hit the Ground Running on FAST and BVOD with an Agile 		
November 18th		 Content Supply Chain
				
The barriers to entry for the launch of streaming TV channels are rapidly reducing, resulting in an explosion of new FAST (Free Ad-Supported Streaming TV) OTT services. To meet the needs of this market,
your content supply chain also has to be “fast” and agile. In this timely discussion, you’ll hear from a diverse group of executives whose responsibilities include: managing a major local-focused streaming service for a broadcast network; planning the launch of a new FAST channel; growing the reach of a new kids
streaming service; devising a program for efficiently acquiring content rights; and providing technology
for managing your content supply chain in a more agile way. Q&A with the audience will follow.
Ian McKee
Founder and CEO

Benjamin Lister
Senior Director,
Content

Jaideep Janakiram
SVP International
Business—Head of the
Americas

Dean Valentine
Founder & CEO

Ivan Verbesselt
Chief Product &
Marketing Officer

Moderator:
Ben Keen
Independent Analyst/
Non-Executive
Chairman

Sponsored By:
STREAMLINE A LEAN CONTENT SUPPLY
CHAIN WITH UNIFIED CONTENT, RIGHTS &
PLANNING WORKFLOWS ACROSS
VOD/OTT AND LINEAR
With M&E Business Management Platform WHATS’ON
you can drive automation of your back ofﬁce and
produce major efﬁciencies from content acquisition,
rights management, planning, multi-channel
scheduling and publication, to smart analytics.
www.mediagenix.tv • americas@mediagenix.tv
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29) Keynote Conversation #4
12:45pm -1:15pm		

			

Keynote Conversation with Evan Shapiro
“The New Shape Of The Media Universe”

Evan Shapiro is an Emmy and Peabody
Professor of TV and Media Award winner, having produced or created
Studies & Emmy Award Win- more than 150 television series, specials,
documentaries and podcasts, including
ning Producer
Portlandia, Comedy Bang Bang, Maron,
National Lampoon Radio Hour Podcast,
The Roast Of Your Teenage Self, Dinner For
Five, Please Like Me, Take My Wife, Bajillion Dollar Propertie$, Shrink, Trapped In
The Closet, Harmonquest, Laurie Kilmartin’s 45 Jokes About My Dead Dad, Doug Stanhope’s No
Place Like Home, Jospeh Gordon Leavitt’s HitRecord, Fortitude, Carlos, My Brother My Brother
& Me, Brick City, This Film Is Not Yet Rated, and Funny Women of A Certain Age.

Evan Shapiro

He is a Professor for TV and Media at NYU/Stern School Of Business and for Media Studies at
Fordham University, a sought-after guest speaker for conferences and universities, as well as a
frequent guest writer for publishers such as Huffington Post, Deadline and The Wrap, where he
has made some rather bold predictions about the future of the media and entertainment industry,
many of which have come to fruition. He is also an in-demand lecturer for companies and government agencies about Generation Y and Generation Z.
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30) Who’s Watching?
1:15pm -2:00pm		

Who’s Watching? Challenges and Solutions for Audience
November 18th		
Measurement (and Monetization)
				

You can’t charge for it if you can’t measure it. And you can’t tailor the content to your audience if you don’t
know who’s watching. In this expert discussion, we’ll cover the best practices and considerations for audience measurement. Metrics have changed— a lot. How do you incorporate (or move beyond) Nielsen
ratings to metrics more common in the digital world—and how is that even possible with cookies disappearing and privacy regulations limiting what data you are allowed to track? What’s most important to
track, unique viewers, subscribers, active viewers, hours watched, or something else? And considering the
diverse ways consumers access content, shouldn’t we have more of a multi-threaded approach and less of
a “one-size-fits-all” one? Finally, how do you best monetize what you measure when media metrics don’t
always align with business metrics? In this session, we’ll assess the state of the art right now but also try to
predict how the tide is turning and what types of media organizations will benefit most in the future.
Molly O’Connor
VP, Business Planning
& Strategy

Valerie Bischak
General Manager,
Head of Growth

John Piccone
President

Moderator:
Nicole Sangari
VP of Entertainment

Sponsored By:

Gabe Fabius
Co-Founder

TruAudience by

Power effective advertising
across streaming and beyond
with a three-dimensional view
of identity.

SCALE | ACCURACY | SPEED
CONNECTIVITY | TRUST

to learn more visit:
truaudience.com
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31) Smart TV OS Wars
2:00pm -2:45pm		

Smart TV OS Wars: What Are the Stakes and Who Wins?

November 18th

				

In the streaming wars that are upon us, it seems everyone has a stake in the most ubiquitous platform
that enables OTT content: the Smart TV (or Connected TV/ CTV). The stakes are high. Device manufacturers know they have a trump card in their hands since the Smart TV (and sometimes connected
devices such as game consoles) controls the portal of OTT apps the viewer can choose from. This is why
some have created their own curated channels on their TVs. It is also why many of the industry giants
have either launched or announced plans to launch their own Smart TVs. In this panel of illustrious
industry experts, we’ll explore the stakes, the players, and possible outcomes of this war in an albeit
friendly debate. Not to be missed.
Katherine Pond
Vice President,
Business Development

Ronny Lutzi
CEO

Susan Agliata
Director of Business
Development, OTT
Media Ecosystem

William Sager
CEO and Founder

Moderator:
Evan Shapiro

Professor of TV &
Media Studies/
Emmy Award Winning
Producer

Sponsored By:

Foxxum offers its clients innovative and highly tailored smart TV solutions
– from smart TV technology, global entertainment content portfolios to
outstanding designs – within a sector with enormous growth potential.

rtaxx TV is an internationat, tinear adlertising-xased lideo on demand serlice.
Tte company's goat is to ofer tte xest and most exixte tetelision
experience, according to modern standards.

foxxum.com

rlaxxtv.com
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32) Fastest Growing OTT Opportunities
2:45pm -3:30pm		

Fastest Growing OTT Opportunities from Around the World

November 18th

				

No discussion of OTT would be complete without understanding the vast opportunities for TV/video streaming opportunities from around the world. Tune into this amazing session to get an update on
opportunities from around the world (or in our current market right under our noses) including Africa,
Asia, Latin America, and the growing Hispanic/Spanish-language market in the U.S. What is the current
state of streaming adoption in regions of the world and what opportunities are there for established and
emerging players? Our experts will illuminate this key question.
Cassandra Onwualu
Chief Marketing Officer

Romulo Guardia
Chief Creative
Officer

Jungmin Lee
Strategy & Planning
Manager

Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO
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33) Trender Panel #3
3:30pm - 4:00pm		

Trender Panel #3
November 18th		 (Consumer Focus Group): “Our OTT Wish Lists”
				

Our “Trenders” are everyday consumers and viewers from all walks of life. We bring them together as a
focus group to better understand how they are watching TV and streaming video today. In Trender Panels #1 and #2, we covered how they choose WHAT to watch and HOW they watch. In this session, we’ll
ask them for their wish lists to make their overall content choices and viewing experience better. Open
your ears industry leaders-- the viewers are talking now!
Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO

Sponsored By:

Technology Meets People.
www.trenderresearch.com • Email: info@trenderresearch.com
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34) Closing VIP Fireside Chat
4:00pm -5:00pm		

Closing VIP Fireside Chat
November 18th		
Industry Leaders Crystal Ball—The Future of TV
				and Streaming Video
				

Every year, we always like to conclude our three days of expert discussions by engaging a prestigious
group of industry VIPs in a closing fireside chat. What are the key take-aways from the 2021 OTT Executive Summit? What trends across traditional TV and streaming video will grow and what might fizzle?
In this panel of industry leaders, we’ll ask them to look into their crystal balls and make some bold predictions for where the industry is headed.
Bernarda Duarte
VP, Partnerships DTC
Growth

Andrew Fitzgerald
SVP, Streaming
Video Services

Amy Wigler
VP Multiplatform
Marketing & Content

Scott Ehrlich
SVP, Growth Networks
& Content

Ed Laczynski
CEO

Moderator:
Brian Mahony
CEO

Sponsored By:

Playout 2.0
Build & monetize linear TV
with Zype Playout 2.0
Drag-and-drop programming of on-demand
videos into linear streams for distribution
across broadcast and digital platforms.

To learn more visit
zype.com/playout
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35) Awards Presentation
5:00pm - 5:15pm		

“OTT Genius” and “Best of Show” Awards Presentation

November 18th

				

Join us (cocktails optional) for this presentation of our coveted peer-voted awards. You vote and our
team only tabulates the results. Make sure to use the survey link in your attendee programs to vote. The
awards are broken into individual and company categories:
Individual:
"OTT Genius"—the executive who most contributed to insightful learning and discussions,
otherwise known as "the smartest person in the (virtual) room" as decided by our attendees
"OTT Hero" —most insightful person, second place
"OTT Guru" —most insightful person, third place

Company:

Brian Mahony
CEO

"Best of Show" —best overall product or service in the OTT industry
"Best Innovation" —best new or improved OTT product or service
"Best ROI" —OTT product or service with the best financial return on investment

Award recipients will receive a web badge for digital marketing and also an inscribed
crystal trophy which will be mailed to them. Congrats in advance to the winners!
Make sure to use the survey link in your attendee program to vote: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QYRK6LW

Sponsored By:
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36) Summit Closing
5:15pm - 5:30pm		

Summit Closing

November 18th

				

In this brief session we’ll officially bring the 2021 OTT
Executive Summit proceedings to a close. We’ll answer any questions you may have about how to watch
the recordings, download presentations, and ways to
stay engaged with the growing 50,000+ member OTT
Executive Community.
Brian Mahony
CEO

Sponsored By:

Trender Advisory Services

Leverage decades of video, telecom/datacom and high-tech industry
experience and tap into a network of over 50K professionals.

For more information:
info@trenderresearch.com

• Comprehensive Marketing Strategy and Execution
• Business Development and Advocacy
• Strategy Development and Assessment
• Brand Creation and Development
• Focus Groups and Customer Advisory Boards
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• Market Research and Analysis
• Technical Feasibility Analysis
• Market Modeling
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Thank you Sponsors!
Platinum Sponsors
Gold Sponsors

Silver Sponsors
Bronze Sponsors

